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Abstract
Reduction of unnecessary energy consumption is becoming a major concern in wired networking, because
of the potential economical benefits and of its expected environmental impact. These issues, usually referred
to as “green networking”, relate to embedding energy-awareness in the design, in the devices and in the
protocols of networks. There is also a new trend in the use of local green energy networks that involves a
neighbourhood of homes that are using renewable energy sources. Each home is outfitted with the equipment
necessary to evaluate their energy output and demands and compare those to others within the network. The
idea is to minimize he need to pull electricity from the main electrical grid by balancing out the local supply
and demand. This benefits everyone in the green energy network through a more efficient use of the resources
at hand. In this paper, we clarify technical problems related to system-wide energy-savings focusing on
router power consumption and introduce technology under development to solve these problems.
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1. Introduction
Ways of resolving global warming issues that include reducing of carbon dioxide emissions are
becoming increasingly important.

While the use of networks is considered a prospective1) means to

reduce CO2 emissions in the fields of telework and supply chain management (SCM), it will increase
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the volume of traffic flowing into networks accordingly. The total volume of traffic of broadband
subscribers in Japan as of 2006 was 637 Gb/s. In 2025, the volume is estimated to increase to 121 Tb/s,
approximately 190 times that of 2006, which will cause estimated network power consumption of 103.3
billion kWh/year,2)13 times that of 2006.
With the total power generation of Japan currently at one trillion kWh/year, that estimate means
that about 1/10th of Japan’s power output will be consumed by networks alone. The Kyoto Protocol
compiled in 1997 states that Japan is obliged to reduce its CO2 emissions as of 2012 by 6% as
compared with that of the 1990 level. For this reason, there has been a growing important have
networks capable of significantly reducing power consumption in 2025 to a level equivalent to that of 2006.
To address this issue, we have developed a power-saving technology of the traffic forwarding
mechanism itself which functions in response to traffic variations. The aim is to improve the power
consumption efficiency of an entire network. In this paper, we present approaches to controlling the power
consumption in 2025 at the present level and outline the present technologies based on this perspective. In
addition, we show their challenges and describe the developed technologies to solve them.

2. Concept of control of network power consumption
To control the power consumption in 2025 to the present level, the following approaches are considered
necessary:
1) Restraint on capital investment on network devices themselves
2) Improvement
of
power
consumption
efficiency of an entire network
Regarding 1), one conceivable technique is to reduce the volume of traffic to be forwarded within a network. As
a specific method, the volume of traffic can be controlled by providing a cache server at the entrance of a
network so as to cache frequently-accessed content on the cache server to allow many users to use the cache.
Meanwhile, capital investment on networks is generally made to deal with peaks of traffic. For this reason,
leveling the traffic as much as possible can reduce the number of network devices in which to invest, in
order to save energy. One method is scheduling, which allows broadcast content to be distributed in advance.
In relation to 2), possible techniques include forwarding large volumes of traffic with less power
consumption and energy saving in accordance with the traffic variation that cannot be leveled by 1).
Focusing on the improvement of power consumption efficiency of an entire network mentioned in 2), the
following sections describe the present technologies to address the issue and their scope of application
and also outline technologies that will be required in the future.

3. Energy-saving technologies and their challenges
Techniques to forward large volumes of traffic with less power consumption include use of evolving
device technology and employment of optical nodes along with traffic aggregation. Device technology
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can be applied to any of the LAN/home network, access network, metro network and core network
domains shown in Figure 1 and offers prospects for energy saving by LSI micro fabrication and reduction
of driving voltage. Use of optical nodes requires traffic aggregation as a prerequisite and its scope
application is core networks.
Techniques to achieve energy saving in accordance with traffic variations include sleep control
dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) control

4)

3)

and

Sleep control saves energy by putting a device to “sleep” when it is

not in use ,and DVS control works by reducing the traffic forwarding capacity of devices such as the CPUs
,line cards and network interface cards(NICs) when the traffic volume is low. For this reason, sleep control and
DVS control are effective when they are applied to LAN/home networks ,which characteristically have a large
number of device ,low volume of traffic handled by individual networks and low device operating ratios ,as
shown Figure 1.

Figure 1
Features of each network domain.
By contrast , access and metro networks do not have device operating ratios low enough to make sleep
control and DVS control effective or a degree of traffic aggregation high enough to use optical nodes , which is
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shown in Figure 1, and there is no effective technology available for power reduction in the present
circumstance.

Optical packet switching, which is an energy-saving technique for the traffic forwarding mechanism of
individual device, has a potential to offer an energy-saving effect of three digits as compared with the
conventional electric routers by applying the technique to core networks including some metro networks as
well . However, the implementation of inexpensive and high capacity-optical buffers or the possibility of their
mass protection ,is not yet on the horizon. Accordingly , technology that can be applied mainly to access and
metro networks up to core networks while being capable of systematically saving energy in entire networks by
identifying the flows and characteristics of end –to-end traffic is required. The following sections show the
technological challenges involved.

3.1 Technological challenge for energy saving of the traffic forwarding mechanism
itself by systematization

The internet uses packet forwarding ,which archives efficient accommodation of applications by statistical
multiplexing effect. The other side of the coin is that further increases in the speed and capacity of
transmission line in the future will require special types of memory that are high-speed , high-capacity and
high power –consumption (such as static random memory access [SRAM] and content addressable memory
[CAM] for buffering and routing. Even now , a case has been reported in which packet routing for 37 % of all
power consumption of routers .5) However ,video traffic which is expected to increase in the future , is
characterized by continuous generation in one direction while a session is maintained and routing is required
only on a session-by-session basis. This eliminates the need to use CAM ,which is intended for packet-bypacket routing and requires high power consumption, and packet buffers. Accordingly, one technological
challenge is to build a new forwarding mechanism that does not require these types of memory to be used.

3.2 Technological challenge for systematic energy saving in accordance with traffic
variations
Cloud computing is expected to proliferate and the dissemination of ubiquitous services that use sensors is
also anticipated, which indicates a possibilities of increased machine-to-machine burst traffic. This type of
traffic is characterized by dynamic variations in terms of time and place. Power consumption of routers , on
the other hand , is almost independent of the volume of traffic forwarded and just driving routers consumes a
certain amount of electric energy.6) According , putting routers to sleep when traffic does not flow into them
provides a possible energy saving technique. In the present situation , However ,traffic is distributed for
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forwarding on a network according to the paths predefined by routing protocols or other methods , which
means that traffic , if low volume , flows into each router even when the overall , volume of traffic is low ,
resulting in the need to keep each router running all the time. This points to the technological challenge of how
to control traffic paths in an entire network in such a way that allows routers to be brought into a sleep state.

The sections bellow first describes the packet forwarding mechanism that we have developed (Energy cost
saving overlay switching [ECO switching]) as one technique to achieve energy saving of traffic forwarding
mechanism by systematization. The description goes on to outline the path aggregation control mechanism
(Energy cost saving overlay routing [ECO routing]) developed as an approach to systematic energy saving in
accordance with traffic variations.

4. ECO SWITCHING
E cient collective operations for communication on green networks:
ECO switching is a new switching technique for energy saving and achieves the purpose for packet
buffering and routing table at routers.

5- Port 1000 BASE –T Industrial Eco switch

The 852-1111 is a 5-port 1000Base-T industrial ETHERNET switch supporting Auto-Negotiation and
Auto-MDI- /MDI-X detection for each port.
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The 852-1111 5-port density can be used to create multiple segments to alleviate client congestion and provide
dedicated bandwidth to each user node. The 852-1111 is a cost-effective solution to keep up with the constant demands
for emerging IP-based industry communication needs.
The switch can be easily configured and installed and is also ideally suited for small to medium-sized networks.

Technical Data
Ports
Standards

Topology
LED

Supply voltage
Energy consumption max.
Operating temperature
Storage temperature
Relative air humidity (no condensation)
Dimensions (mm) W x H x L
Fixing
Weight

5 x 10/100/1000Base-T (RJ-45)
IEEE 802.3 10Base-T;
IEEE 802.3u 100Base-TX/FX;
IEEE 802.3ab 1000Base-T;
IEEE 802.3x Flow Control
Star
each device:
1 x Power (PWR), green;
each port:
1 x Link/Activity (LNK/ACT), green;
1 x Speed (100 Mbps), green
9 V ... 48 V DC
3W
0 °C ... +60 °C
-20 °C ... +80 °C
95 %
23.4 x 73.8 x 109.2
Height from upper-edge of DIN 35 rail
TS 35
190 g

Features:
• 5-port 10/1000 Mbps Auto-negotiation ETHERNET ports • Comprehensive front-panel diagnostic
LEDs
• Supports Auto-MDI/MDI-X
• Full/half-duplex transfer modes for each port • Wire speed reception and transmission
• Store-and-forward switching method
• Integrated address Look-Up Engine, supports 2K absolute MAC addresses • Supports surge protection
• IEEE 802.3x flow control for full duplex • Supports DIN 35 rail

ECO routing
While a number of technologies for dynamically controlling paths according to the traffic are being
researched, they are basically dispersion control for avoiding deterioration of quality and do not achieve
energy saving . On the other hand , ECO routing aggregates paths when the traffic volume is low and brings as
many routers as possible to a sleep state, thereby saving energy. A cosceptual diagram of the ECO routing
operation is shown in Figure 3
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Figure 3: Diagram of ECO routing.
Eco routing comprises two techniques: Path computation to find the most appropriate path in terms of
energy saving, and routing control for redirecting the traffic to the path determined by the technique above.

1) Most appropriate for computation
The varying power consumption of devices and processing capacity of the individual routers , The
energy-Saving effect may significantly differ depending on which routers is put to sleep. For this
reason, a path computation technique in view of power efficiency with reference to the forwarding
processing of the individual router is necessary. ECO routing characteristically uses path cost
determined by traffic distribution and power consumption efficiency of the individual routers to drive
the most appropriate path that maximize the energy-savings effect

2)

Path control
Along with computing the most appropriate path mentioned above, ECO routing requires the
following to be performed:


Traffic aggregation for forwarding in a range that does not cause congestion



Traffic dispersion to more than one path for forwarding when congestion is likely to occur

In addition, Smooth transition between the aggregation and dispersion states is required. ECO routing
is characterized by convergence of traffic to the most appropriate routing state by adequately
performing a traffic control measure.

5. Conclusion

As, approaches to keeping the power consumption in 2025 down to the present level , reducing the
amount of network equipment and improving the efficiency of power consumption of the device are
mentioned. The focus has been placed on the latter to outline ECO switching ECO routing technologies of
entire network which will become necessary in the future.
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From now on ,we intend to develop new elemental technologies as well as the existing ECO switching
and ECO routing technologies to organically combined technologies and initiatives to reduce the amount of
network equipment through co-operation with domestic and overseas organization. The aim is to help achieve
ultimate purpose of keep the power consumption in 2025 down to the 2006 level.
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